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For Your Interest (will NOT be examined) 

The Translational Group 
• used in studying crystalline materials 
o last years lectures by Milo Shaffer of Crystal and Molecular Architecture! 
o basic cell is defined by lattice vectors a, b, c 
o n1a+n2b+n3c (ni=0.±1, ±2, … ± ∞) 

 
Crystal Lattice Vectors and Bravis Lattices (a) Solid State Physics by Ashcroft and Mermin, 

Harcourt College Publishers, Fort Worth, 1976, Fig 4.2,p65 (b) part of image at 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bravais_lattice 

• the collection of translations form an infinite group 
o the closure relation holds, as these vectors must describe the space of a 

crystal with no gaps or holes (part of the definition in forming the 
vectors!)  

o the associative law holds as these are vectors 
o the zero vector n1=n2=n3=0 is the idenitity 
o negative signs on ni introduce the inverse members of the group 

Crystals, Crystallography and Symmetry 
• the 32 crystallographic point groups can be build up from three symmetry 

elements, Cn, Sn and i 
• "group (a)" symmetries consists of rotation groups: Cn n=1,4 and 6 
o remember there are no crystal symmetries with C5 

• "group (b)" consists of Sn ( ie these have Cn and a mirror plane sh) 

o for example  on flow chart 

o for example  on flow chart 

S1 = E,S1
1{ } = E,C1

1σ h{ } = E,σ h{ } = Cs

S2 = E,S2
1{ } = E,C2

1σ h{ } = E,i{ } = Ci
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o for example  on flow chart 

o we can't just use  because when we start to work out the 

multiplication table combinations of  and  lead to additional 
elements, and part of the definition of a group is that ab=c where c is an 
element of the group, thus sh is intoduced 

• "group (c)" consists of the groups formed by Cn and i 

o for example  (since E= ) and this is the 
same as S2 

o for example  on flow chart (see group 
multiplication table ) 

o for example  on flow chart  

o we can't just use  because when we start to work out the 
multiplication table combinations lead to additional elements, and part of 
the definition of a group is that ab=c where c is an element of the group  

 

• it rapidly gets more complex with higher groups  
• for example there are three possible axes in the crystal and each can 

potentially be a Cn or Sn axis or some combination of these 
type generator n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=6 
(a) Cn C1 C2 C3 C4 C6 
(b) Sn Cs Ci C3h S4 S6 
(c) iCn Ci C2h (S6) C4h C6h 

Table 1 how some of the crystalographic point groups are generated 

• invariant subgroups can only be derived in one way 
o for example C2 and Cs are invariant subgroups of C2v 
o for example the point group D2h can be derived in multiple ways; as shD2 

as iC2v and as shC2v. 
• discussing these is well beyond this course 
o for example (a,b,c)->(Cn,Cn,Cn), (Cn,Cn,Sn), (Sn,Cn,Cn), (Cn,Sn,S 
o for example (a,b,c)->(Cn,Cn,Cn)=>D2, D3 etc  
o and then the combination of each group with i has to be considered 
o for example iD3 ->D3h and so on. 

 

S3 = E,C3
1,C3

2 ,σ h ,S3
1,S3

2{ } = C3h

S3 = E,S3
1,S3

2{ }
S3
1 S3

2

iC1 = E,C1
1,i{ } = E,i{ } = Ci C1

1

iC2 = E,C2
1,i,σ h{ } = C2h

iC2 = E,C2
1,i,σ h{ } = C2h

iC2 = E,C2
1,i{ }

C2h E C2 i
E E C2 i
C2 C2 E σ h

i i σ h E

C2h E C2 i σ h

E E C2 i σ h

C2 C2 E σ h i
i i σ h E C2

σ h σ h i C2 E
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• many of the crystalographic groups have subgroups, here is a chart 
identifying the subgroups 

 
• forming cosets 
o consider D2h{E, C2(z), C2(y), C2(x), i, s(xy), s(xz), s(yz)} a subgroup is 

D2{E, C2(z), C2(y), C2(x)}, if we multiply all the members of D2h not 
also a member of D2 on the right then we from the right coset of D2  

o for example  D2s(xy)={Es(xy), C2(z)s(xy), C2(y)s(xy), C2(x)s(xy)} 
which happens to equal {s(xy), i, s(yz), s(xz)} and thus D2h=D2 +s(xy)  


